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SB   23     CAMPBELL        TELECOMMUNICATIONS       
            Provides for a "do not call" listing for residential telephone   
            subscribers who do not wish to receive telephone solicitations.  
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered reengrossed and passed to a third reading.                
 
SB   46     FONTENOT        WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Increases benefit limits for each surviving parent from twenty   
            thousand to one hundred thousand dollars.                        
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 1 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB   57     HAINKEL         SCHOOLS                  
            Revises requirements regarding admission of "at-risk" students   
            into a charter school established with the mission to meet the   
            needs of the children of military personnel.  (gov sig)          
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
 
SB   74     CAIN            GAMING                   
            Prohibits truck stop casinos from installing automatic teller    
            machines.  (gov sig)                                             
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SB  111     ULLO            FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides relative to the coroner's operational fund.             
               Called from the calendar.  Read by title, withdrawn from the      
               files of the Senate.                                              
 
SB  117     THEUNISSEN      SCHOOLS                  
            Requires the availability to school employers and the Dept. of   
            Education a record of all criminal convictions of a school       
            employee for 10 years prior to a request for such information.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  121     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Constitutional amendment to authorize reductions in              
            appropriations in certain circumstances.  (2/3-CA13s1(A))        
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  124     MALONE          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Constitutional amendment to authorize a reduction of all         
            constitutional and statutory mandates and dedications when       
            funds are insufficient to meet all funding. (2/3-CA13s1(A))      
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  148     ULLO            CORONERS                 
            Authorizes physician coroner to pronounce death based on         
            certain information received.                                    
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  157     LAMBERT         RETIREMENT SYSTEMS       
            Const. amendment to provide that any elected official of a       
            political subdivision who had served prior to 1/1/97, and who    
            was also a member of a retirement system covering that position  
            during his term may participate in such retirement system.       
               Read by title, ordered engrossed and recommitted to the           
               committee on FINANCE.                                
 
SB  196     ULLO            CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Redefines the crime of "stalking" and increases the penalty for  
            such crime.                                                      
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  200     ELLINGTON       CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Authorizes the Interim Emergency Board to make certain changes   
            to capital outlay projects in a capital outlay act upon approval 
            of the legislature by mail ballot. (7/1/01)                      
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 



SB  205     W FIELDS        ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT 
            Requires Department of Environmental Quality to publish          
            advertisements in the newspaper which is closest in proximity to 
            the public hearings. (gov sig)                                   
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  206     GAUTREAUX       ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT 
            Requires the Department of Environmental Quality to publish      
            public notices in the newspaper closest to the community         
            affected by the permitted activity.  (gov sig)                   
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  208     HINES           PHYSICIANS               
            Requires the commissioner of the Dept. of Agriculture and        
            Forestry to notify the state health officer within five days     
            after receipt of notice of a medical complaint which a           
            physician has diagnosed as caused by pesticide poisoning.        
               Rules suspended, recalled from committee.                         
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SB  209     HINES           HEALTH CARE              
            Provides for the Louisiana Children's Health Insurance Program.  
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Rules suspended, recalled from committee.                         
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SB  211     IRONS           INSURERS                 
            Requires health insurers to cover certain medically prescribed   
            contraceptives and contraceptive services. (10/1/01)             
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 23 yeas and 11 nays.  Title     
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  232     FONTENOT        MARRIAGE                 
            Prohibits the recognition of civil unions, domestic              
            partnerships, or similar relationships of other states.          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and failed to pass, 17 yeas and 15 nays.            
 
SB  240     ELLINGTON       FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Constitutional amendment to authorize the donation, loan, or     
            pledge of public credit for purposes of economic development.    
            (2/3-CA13s1(A))                                                  
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  244     MALONE          FARMING                  
            Constitutional amendment to authorize the legislature by law to  
            assist certain farmers and provide funds therefor.               
            (2/3-CA13s1(A))                                                  
               Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.           
 
SB  263     LENTINI         CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Requires the dismissal of charges, except for violent crimes,    
            against an unrestorable incompetent defendant, on the expiration 
            date of his maximum possible sentence if convicted or five years 
            from his arrest, whichever is sooner.                            
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  265     LENTINI         CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Adds definitions for mental disease and mental defect in         
            insanity proceedings.                                            
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SB  278     DARDENNE        WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Includes occupational therapists as health care providers in     
            the workers' compensation law.                                   
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  282     FONTENOT        CLERKS OF COURT          
            Authorizes the Livingston Parish Clerk of Court to establish     
            and maintain up to two branch offices in Livingston Parish.      
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  294     MICHOT          TENURE                   
            Adds failure to achieve the standard required for satisfactory   
            performance on an evaluation established by the employer as a    
            cause to terminate a permanent teacher or school employee. (gov  
            sig)                                                             
               Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.           
 
SB  295     MICHOT          COMMERCIAL REGULATIONS   



            Enacts the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act.   (1/1/02)       
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  321     ELLINGTON       EXPROPRIATION            
            Authorizes corporations that transmit or distribute electricity  
            and stream for power to expropriate needed property.  (gov sig)  
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  322     HEITMEIER       TELECOMMUNICATIONS       
            Provides for a "do not call" listing for residential telephone   
            subscribers who do not wish to receive telephone solicitations.  
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
 
SB  325     HAINKEL         CIVIL SERVICE            
            Removes chief of police for the city of Hammond from the         
            classified service. (2/3-CA10s18)                                
               Enrolled and signed by the President of the Senate.               
 
SB  342     LENTINI         CRIMINAL PROCEDURE       
            Requires determination of compentency to proceed prior to        
            mental examintion ordered relative to a plea of insanity.        
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  361     HINES           OPTOMETRISTS             
            Revises the term "diagnostic and therapeutic pharmaceutical      
            agent" as defined in the Optometry Practice Act.                 
               Read by title and finally passed, 27 yeas and 12 nays.  Title     
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  372     W FIELDS        EXPROPRIATION            
            Requires DOTD to send to the owner of property 45 days before    
            the filing of a petition in a "quick take" expropriation an      
            itemized statement of the owner's loss or damage, the            
            methodology used in the estimate, and names of the estimators.   
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  373     HAINKEL         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for funding of a program for political subdivision and  
            non-profit entity capital outlay projects.                       
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  389     SCHEDLER        PHYSICIANS               
            Requires completion of a one year post graduation training       
            program prior to being licensed to practice podiatry.            
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  399     W FIELDS        INSURERS                 
            Requires health insurers to pay according to policy provisions   
            pending workers' compensation disability disputes.               
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  401     FONTENOT        STATE EMPLOYEE RET       
            Provides for cost-of-living adjustment for retirees in the       
            Louisiana State Employees' Retirement System.  (6/30/01)         
               Read by title, amendments adopted, ordered engrossed and          
               recommitted to the committee on FINANCE.             
 
SB  402     FONTENOT        STATE EMPLOYEE RET       
            Provides for eligibility for cost-of-living adjustments for      
            retirees.  (gov sig)                                             
               Read by title, ordered engrossed and recommitted to the           
               committee on FINANCE.                                
 
SB  420     HAINKEL         ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Requires DOTD to affix on the Crescent City Connection Bridge    
            office building a permanent plaque commemorating captain         
            Neville Levy.                                                    
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 39 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  423     JOHNSON         CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES  
            Requires the state to pay the costs of incarceration of          
            prisioners and the operational costs of the state criminal       



            justice system.                                                  
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  438     DARDENNE        TOPS                     
            Lowers the required ACTscore for a TOPS-Tech award from 19 to    
            17, beginning with the 2000-2001 high school graduates. (gov     
            sig)                                                             
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
 
SB  453     MICHOT          CIVIL PROCEDURE          
            Requires an adverse party to file any opposition documents, if   
            any are filed, in a summary judgment proceeding at least four    
            days before the hearing.                                         
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  455     MICHOT          ELECTRONICS              
            Provides the electronic government structure for the executive   
            branch of state government. (7/1/01)                             
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
 
SB  465     M SMITH         ETHICS                   
            Provides for an exception from the Ethics Code to allow board    
            members of the Sabine River Authority to exercise a lease with   
            the board.                                                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 31 yeas and 5 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  466     M SMITH         GAMING                   
            Prohibits any further elections to authorize or expand gaming.   
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
SB  471     M SMITH         CAMPAIGN FINANCE         
            Provides civil penalties for violations of campaign finance      
            prohibitions against excessive contributions to a candidate.     
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  490     BOISSIERE       ELECTED OFFICIALS        
            Provides relative to the acceptance of certain things of         
            economic value by elected officials.                             
               Read by title and finally passed, 28 yeas and 9 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  494     HINES           CHILDREN                 
            Provides for the legitimate status of a child conceived and      
            born within two years of the death of the husband of the         
            mother.                                                          
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  508     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for investment of funds in Medicaid Trust Fund for the  
            Elderly.                                                         
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  512     SCHEDLER        FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for investment of funds by political subdivisions.      
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
SB  514     JOHNSON         ELECTION OFFENSES        
            Provides basis for the Supervisory Committee on Campaign Finance 
            Disclosures to investigate complaints of improper conduct and    
            censure such conduct.                                            
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 20 yeas and 16        
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  525     ELLINGTON       GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Transfers the authority to administer the federal grants for     
            emergency assistance and weatherization services for low income  
            persons from the Department of Social Services to the Louisiana  
            Housing Finance Agency.  (gov sig)                               
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  559     LENTINI         MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Provides for the suspension of driver's license for 1 year for   
            2nd and subsequent DWI offenses without hardship or ignition     
            interlock device exceptions and requires installation of such    
            devices on his vehicle at the conclusion of suspension.          



               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  568     ULLO            CIVIL COMMITMENT         
            Provides the appropriate statutory reference for coroner fees    
            and services.                                                    
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  589     CAIN            LEGISLATION              
            Increases the membership of the advisory committee which advises 
            DOTD regarding the licensing criteria of subsurface water well   
            drillers.                                                        
               Called from the calendar.  Read by title, withdrawn from the      
               files of the Senate.                                              
 
SB  616     HEITMEIER       TAX/TAXATION             
            Provides for the use of toll tags after payment of a refundable  
            deposit by public safety personnel exercising the right of free  
            passage on the Crescent City Connection Bridge and provides for  
            installation and enforcement of certain systems. (gov sig)       
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  619     HAINKEL         TAX/TAXATION             
            Provides for privatized collection of delinquent "ad valorem"    
            taxes.                                                           
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
 
SB  621     HAINKEL         FIRE PROTECTION          
            Increases per diem for governing board members of a fire         
            protection district with a population of more than 100,000       
            persons.                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  623     HAINKEL         SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Increases the term of office for Tangipahoa Water District's     
            Board of Commissioners.                                          
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  626     MICHOT          MOTOR VEHICLES           
            Limits the prohibition on out-of-state dealers participating in  
            trade shows to shows of "new items" if the dealer meets certain  
            criteria.  (gov sig)                                             
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 32 yeas and 3         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  643     LENTINI         MALPRACTICE              
            Provides relative to medical malpractice liability.              
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  655     DEAN            ANIMALS                  
            Provides for the adoption and donation of unclaimed horses.      
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  722     HAINKEL         FEES/LICENSES/PERMITS    
            Imposes a moratorium on the certification of methadone clinics   
            pending further study by Department of Health and Hospitals of   
            the need and criteria for certification of such clinics.         
            (7/1/01)                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  750     SCHEDLER        CIVIL PROCEDURE          
            Authorizes self-insured health care provider to be removed from  
            petition following property executed released and settlement of  
            claim. (gov sig)                                                 
               Rules suspended; reported favorably.                              
 
SB  753     BOISSIERE       INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for examinations of insurers by the commissioner of     
            insurance.                                                       
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                



 
SB  762     MALONE          FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Creates the Drought Protection Trust Fund.                       
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB  774     LENTINI         INSURERS                 
            Provides relative to the notification by a medical necessity     
            review organization of certification or denial of a service to   
            a provider of a health care service and to the person receiving  
            the service.                                                     
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and 1         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  776     B JONES         SCHOOLS                  
            Establishes a program of universal early childhood education     
            and care classes for four-year olds in any public school system  
            that wishes to participate. (gov sig)                            
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
 
SB  778     DARDENNE        ADMINISTRATION DIVISION  
            Provides for the disposition of non-productive property. (gov    
            sig)                                                             
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  801     LENTINI         FIREFIGHTERS RETIREMENT  
            Creates Options 5A adn 5B with 50% benefit for surviving spouse  
            and increases contributions to pay cost of benefit. (7/1/01)     
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  807     LENTINI         INSURERS                 
            Prohibits the denial of coverage for a health care service       
            ordered and provided to an individual on the basis of technical  
            non-compliance with claims requirements under cetain             
            circumstances.                                                   
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  823     IRONS           ANIMALS                  
            Provide relative to tampering with livestock. (gov sig)          
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  829     THEUNISSEN      HIGHER EDUCATION         
            Authorizes the Board of Regents to establish learning centers    
            and to provide for their operation, management and supervision.  
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB  835     HEITMEIER       FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Provides for changes in funding amounts for mass transit         
            purposes for certain local governments.                          
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
SB  858     CRAVINS         INSURANCE POLICIES       
            Allows for payroll deduction of insurance products for certain   
            employees.                                                       
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 38 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  911     BOISSIERE       COURTS                   
            Provides for the exemption of parking violations from the        
            jurisdiction of certain courts in the parish of Orleans and in   
            certain district courts of the parishes within the limits of     
            the Port of Orleans. (gov sig)                                   
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  925     IRONS           LAW ENFORCEMENT          
            Provides for cross-reporting in cases of violence and abuse.     
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB  941     HAINKEL         WORKERS' COMPENSATION    
            Provides relative to the Horsemen's Workers Compensation Relief  
            Act.                                                             
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB  965     HOYT            WATER/WATERWAYS          



            Provides relative to the management of ground water resources    
            in the state.  (gov sig)                                         
               Read by title and passed to a third reading.                      
               Made special order of the day No. 2 for  5/2 .                    
 
SB  974     ULLO            GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION  
            Abolishes certain agencies and commissions.                      
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Made special order of the day No. 1 for  5/7 .                    
 
SB  987     JOHNSON         PRESCRIPTION             
            Provides relative to the acquisition of blighted property by     
            acquisitive prescription.                                        
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB  996     HINES           TAX/TAXATION             
            Excludes from local sales and use taxes the purchase, lease, or  
            rental of tangible personal property when made under the         
            provisions of Medicare program.  (7/1/01)                        
               Designated a duplicate of HB 730.                                 
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
SB 1002     HAINKEL         SURVEYORS                
            Provides for the certification of land surveyor interns.         
               Read by title and finally passed, 38 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB 1003     JOHNSON         PARISHES                 
            Authorizes an increase in the penalty for illegal dumping in     
            Orleans Parish.                                                  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and 0         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB 1011     LENTINI         CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Establishes a pilot program of home incarceration using          
            electronic monitoring.                                           
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SB 1016     LENTINI         CLERKS OF COURT          
            Provides that the clerk of court of Jefferson Parish shall       
            serve as the ex officio clerk of court for a consolidated        
            Justice of the Peace Litter Court of Jefferson Parish. (gov      
            sig)                                                             
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB 1017     LENTINI         COURTS                   
            Authorizes facsimile transmission in civil matters in the First  
            and Second Courts of Jefferson Parish. (gov sig)                 
               Reported with amendments.                                         
 
SB 1022     JOHNSON         LOCAL FINANCE            
            Authorizes local sales tax increment financing in New Orleans.   
            (gov sig)                                                        
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 34 yeas and 1         
               nays.  Title read and adopted, bill ordered to the House.         
               Motion to reconsider tabled.                                      
 
SB 1024     DUPRE           SHRIMP/SHRIMPING         
            Removes certain restrictions on the duration of the additional   
            fee imposed when purchasing gear for the taking of shrimp.       
               Read by title and finally passed, 35 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB 1025     MCPHERSON       ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Prohibits stacked configuration of more that one sign if the     
            total area of the signs exceeds 576 square feet.                 
               Read by title and finally passed, 32 yeas and 5 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
SB 1028     MCPHERSON       HEALTH CARE              
            Authorizes information relative to conviction of certain acts    
            committed by certain nonlicensed persons or licensed ambulance   
            personnel be provided to certain employers pursuant to a         
            criminal history check.                                          
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SB 1040     CRAVINS         COURTS                   



            Provides for an increase in the collection of fees for the       
            service of subpoenas in criminal matters. (gove sig)             
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB 1046     ELLINGTON       TAX/TAXATION             
            Requires public service companies to pay protested property      
            taxes in full in order to appeal certain decisions of the tax    
            commission and provides for a credit against future taxes if     
            they win.                                                        
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB 1048     HOYT            CONTROL DANGER SUBSTANCE 
            Provides for the classification of analogues of certain drugs    
            as controlled dangerous substances.                              
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SB 1072     B JONES         REAPPORTIONMENT          
            Repeals certain prohibitions against school boards subdividing   
            precincts in parishes having a population of ten thousand or     
            fewer.                                                           
               Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.           
 
SB 1074     LAMBERT         PUBLIC SERVICE COMN      
            Requires a remand to the PSC for consideration of additional     
            evidence if a court decides it is important to the cause and     
            that the party could not have obtained it through due diligence  
            in the orginal proceeding.  (gov sig)                            
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB 1076     HOYT            CHILDREN                 
            Prohibits the visitation of a child by a natural parent when     
            such child was conceived through a felony rape.                  
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB 1092     IRONS           CRIME/PUNISHMENT         
            Provides relative to loansharking.                               
               Reported by substitute.                                           
 
SB 1096     CRAVINS         RETIREMENT BENEFITS      
            Authorizes military service time as creditable service time in   
            certain retirement systems.                                      
               Read by title, committee amendments read and adopted.             
               Ordered engrossed and passed to a third reading.                  
 
SB 1098     MALONE          WATER/WATERWAYS          
            Provides for powers and duties of office of conservation         
            relative to the use of groundwater from the Sparta aquifer.      
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
SB 1099     CAIN            SPECIAL DISTRICTS        
            Increases the membership of the board of commissioners of        
            Waterworks District Number Three in Beauregard Parish.           
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SB 1100     CAIN            ROADS/HIGHWAYS           
            Names Louisiana Highway 110 in Merryville as the "A.C. Schiro    
            Memorial Highway."                                               
               Read by title, engrossed and passed to a third reading.           
 
SR    5     HINES           COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests study of early retirement possibilities for state       
            employees toward the goal of reducing the workforce without      
            layoffs.                                                         
               Enrolled, signed by the President of the Senate and sent          
               to the Secretary of State.                                        
 
SR   11     THOMAS          SENATE                   
            Acknowledges the Louis Morris family reunion and declares the    
            date of June 9, 2001, as Louis Morris Family Reunion Day.        
               Enrolled, signed by the President of the Senate and sent          
               to the Secretary of State.                                        
 
SR   12     DARDENNE        SENATE                   
            Recognizes Wednesday, April 18, 2001, as Dental Hygiene Day and  
            commends dental hygenists for their outstanding work.            
               Enrolled, signed by the President of the Senate and sent          
               to the Secretary of State.                                        
 
SR   13     MICHOT          COMMENDATIONS            
            Expresses support of the goals and work of the Lafayette         
            Chapter of the Chaine des Rotisseurs and its Academie            
            Gastronomique Brillat-Savarin.                                   
               Enrolled, signed by the President of the Senate and sent          
               to the Secretary of State.                                        



 
SR   14     B JONES         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Lt. Commander Jeff Simmerman for contribution in        
            providing testimony at committee meeting.                        
               Enrolled, signed by the President of the Senate and sent          
               to the Secretary of State.                                        
 
SCR   9     THEUNISSEN      CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes Congress to take necessary and appropriate action   
            to reduce insurance rates for active duty military personnel.    
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  13     HINES           COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Creates the Louisiana Cardiovascular Disease Task Force to       
            study the feasibility of developing and implementing a           
            comprehensive statewide plan to reduce the morbidity,            
            mortality, and economic burden of cardiovascular disease.        
               Rules suspended, recalled from committee.                         
               Withdrawn from the files of the Senate.                           
 
SCR  59     HOYT            CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences on the death of former state senator,      
            R.C. "Cliff" Gaspard.                                            
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  60     DARDENNE        COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Requests the Joint Legislative Committee on the Budget to study  
            the feasibility of relocating the Louisiana School for the       
            Visually Impaired to the campus of the Louisiana School for the  
            Deaf.                                                            
               Read by title, adopted by the vote of 38 yeas and 0 nays          
               and ordered to the House.                                         
 
SCR  62     C FIELDS        CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses to the family of Deborah Morrell Heisser Richardson,   
            sister of Representative Arthur Morrell.                         
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  63     JOHNSON         COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Jazzland Theme Park for its outstanding service and     
            dedication to the citizens of New Orleans and for accommodating  
            over one million visitors in this, its first year of operation.  
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  66     JOHNSON         COMMITTEE STUDIES        
            Creates a joint legislative committee to study and make          
            recommendations with respect to child access to firearms         
            prevention.                                                      
               Reported favorably.                                               
 
SCR  70     MOUNT           COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Beth Lundy of Calcasieu Parish on being the first       
            female sheriff elected in the state of Louisiana.                
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  72     IRONS           LEGIS POWERS/FUNCTIONS   
            Designates May, 2001, as Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention in      
            Louisiana "Building on Success" Month.                           
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  73     THOMAS          COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Reverend Phillip Lowell Stagg on twenty-five years of   
            service.                                                         
               Sent to the Secretary of State.                                   
 
SCR  76     THOMAS          CONDOLENCES              
            Expresses condolences upon the death of former two-term state    
            representative Tyrus Cobb "TY COBB" Lanier.                      
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SCR  78     C D JONES       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends Chancellor B.K. Agnihotri of Southern University Law    
            Center on being selected to receive the YWCA Racial Justice      
            Award.                                                           
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SCR  80     ELLINGTON       COMMENDATIONS            
            Commends and congratulates Chris Shivers on his numerous         
            accomplishments as a professional bull rider.                    
               Received from the House without amendments.                       
 
SCR  85     DARDENNE        CONDOLENCES              
            Offers the condolences of the legislature to the family of       
            Charles William "Bill" Roberts.                                  
               Rules suspended; introduced in the Senate.  Read by title.        



               Rules suspended; adopted by the vote of 34 yeas and 0 nays        
               and ordered to the House.                                         
 
HB   48     HAMMETT         HUNTING/DEER             
            Authorizes the use of dogs for trailing wounded or unrecovered   
            deer                                                             
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB   65     PITRE           FISHING/COMMERCIAL       
            Provides relative to place of purchase for commercial fishing    
            licenses and eliminates the "Commercial Fisherman's Sales Card"  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB   70     POWELL          STATE SYMBOL             
            Provides for the official state fruit                            
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 2 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB   79     J R SMITH       FISHING/RECREATIONAL     
            Provides for recreational size, take, and possession limits for  
            certain species on Toledo Bend Reservoir and Sabine River        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB   80     ANSARDI         COURTS/PARISH            
            Increases the jurisdictional amounts in civil actions in the     
            First and Second Parish Courts of Jefferson Parish               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY A.                                             
 
HB   85     SALTER          FISHING/NETS             
            Authorizes the use of hoop nets for recreational fishing         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB   97     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/JUDGES        
            Allows certain judges who are still in active service in the     
            Judges' Noncontributory Plan to retire subject to early          
            retirement provisions previously made available to certain       
            judges                                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB  152     BROOME          HEALTH CARE/PROVIDERS    
            Adds "occupational therapist" to certain definitions of "health  
            care provider"                                                   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB  175     ILES            TELECOMMUNICATIONS       
            Provides for a "do not call" listing for telephone subscribers   
            who do not wish to receive telephone solicitations               
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  180     ODINET          SCHOOLS/BOARDS           
            Requires a school board to reapportion itself under certain      
            circumstances                                                    
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               SENATE & GOV AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  187     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE/COOPERATIVES 
            Authorizes the perpetual existence of co-operative marketing     
            associations                                                     
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 37 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  192     CRANE           TEACHERS/CERTIFICATION   
            Extends the deadline for certain teachers to have obtained       
            national board certification in order to receive a mandated      
            salary adjustment                                                
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  207     GREEN           GAMBLING                 



            Provides for the crime of cheating and swindling and repeals     
            those provisions contained in the La. Gaming Control Law         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY B.                                             
 
HB  212     HUNTER          LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS      
            Allows meetings of legislative committees held in the interim    
            between sessions to be conducted by video conference             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               SENATE & GOV AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  220     CAZAYOUX        RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides regarding the entitlement to and distribution of        
            survivor benefits to the surviving spouse and major children of  
            a deceased member                                                
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB  221     CRANE           TEACHERS/CERTIFICATION   
            Extends, from one to three years, the length of time for which   
            certain out-of-state teachers are granted nonrenewable           
            provisional teaching certificates                                
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  303     DURAND          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Establishes the Parish Juvenile Operational Fund in each of the  
            parishes of Iberia, St. Martin, and St. Mary                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  329     ODINET          FISHING                  
            Provides for fishing in portions of the Intracoastal Waterway    
            and Lake Pontchartrain                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB  331     PERKINS         SANITARY CODE            
            Requires certain food service establishments to obtain a food    
            safety certificate                                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB  367     DOWNER          STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Defines "tuition" for purposes of the exemption program          
            provided at state public colleges and universities for eligible  
            members of the Louisiana National Guard also receiving TOPS      
            benefits                                                         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HB  389     SCALISE         STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Prohibits a TOPS award recipient from being restricted or        
            otherwise delayed in first using the award due to the student    
            having graduated from high school in less than four years        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HB  391     TOWNSEND        STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Permits graduates from La. nonpublic high schools not approved   
            by BESE to be eligible for TOPS awards under specified           
            conditions and provides generally relative to first use of       
            awards by students graduating early from high school             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HB  410     K CARTER        STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Provides TOPS award eligibility for certain students obtaining   
            high school equivalency diplomas issued by the state Dept. of    
            Education or during the 2001-2002 school year or thereafter      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HB  419     ERDEY           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Increases benefit limits for each surviving parent from $20,000  



            to $50,000                                                       
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LABOR & IND RELATION.                                             
 
HB  482     PRATT           SCHOOLS/EMPLOYEES        
            Provides relative to the investigation of school employees       
            accused of irregularities or improprieties in administering      
            standardized tests                                               
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  489     CRANE           EDUCATION/SPECIAL        
            Provides relative to procedures for hearings and appeals         
            regarding the provision of special education and related         
            services to children with exceptionalities                       
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  524     THOMPSON        AGRICULTURE              
            Provides for definitions, labeling requirements, and             
            distribution of certain commercial feeds                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 37 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  533     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Authorizes the clerk of court to use an electronic signature,    
            stamp, or other such facsimile of the prosecuting attorney's     
            signature to sign the bills of information for the mayor's       
            court in the city of Kenner                                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  534     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Requires the city council of the city of Kenner to appoint one   
            or more attorneys as court magistrates for the mayor's court in  
            the city of Kenner                                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  535     ANSARDI         COURTS/MAYORS            
            Creates the office of animal hearing officer of the mayor's      
            court of the city of Kenner                                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  537     BRUNEAU         RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides that the employees of the New Orleans City Park         
            Improvement Association are not eligible to be members of the    
            system                                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB  562     FLAVIN          LOCAL GOVERNMENT         
            Authorizes the governing authority of Calcasieu Parish to        
            employ or retain legal counsel                                   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  567     HOPKINS         DISTRICTS/HOSPITAL SERVC 
            Relative to the board of commissioners of the North Caddo        
            Hospital Service District, authorizes an increase in             
            membership, provides for terms, and authorizes a per diem        
            increase                                                         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  574     McDONALD        SHERIFFS                 
            Provides that in Ouachita Parish the sheriff shall pay for       
            hospital, surgical, and medical insurance for certain retired    
            sheriffs and deputy sheriffs                                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  596     BOWLER          WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Allows motions for new trial in workers' compensation hearings   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LABOR & IND RELATION.                                             



 
HB  601     DANIEL          CHILDREN                 
            Adds members to the Children's Cabinet Advisory Board            
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB  679     McMAINS         COMMERCIAL LAWS/LA.(UCC) 
            Revises Chapter 9 (secured transactions) of Title 10 of the      
            Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950                               
               Rules suspended; reported with amendments.                        
 
HB  730     JOHNS           TAX/SALES-USE, LOCAL     
            Excludes from local sales and use taxes the purchase, lease, or  
            rental of tangible personal property when such sale, lease, or   
            rental is made under the provisions of Medicare                  
               Rules suspended, recalled from committee.                         
               Designated a duplicate of SB 996.                                 
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  739     POWELL          COURTS/DISTRICT          
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal and traffic cases in     
            the 21st JDC and the city courts of Hammond and Denham Springs   
            to fund the CASA and CAC programs                                
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  745     FAUCHEUX        CRIMINAL/PROCEDURE       
            Provides that carnal knowledge of a juvenile is a responsive     
            verdict to a charge of forcible rape                             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  776     TOWNSEND        GAMBLING                 
            Provides that elected public officials can do business with      
            riverboat gaming licensees as musicians                          
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY B.                                             
 
HB  778     TRICHE          RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides for the Early Retirement and Payroll Reduction Act of   
            2001                                                             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB  782     DURAND          BOARDS/COMMISSIONS       
            Authorizes the governing authority of Iberia Parish to appoint   
            two commissioners from St. Martin Parish to the Acadiana         
            Fairgrounds Commission                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  800     DONELON         INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE     
            Allows exclusion of named insured in automobile liability        
            policy                                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 
HB  808     PITRE           WORKERS COMPENSATION     
            Requires publication of opinions from circuit courts of appeal   
            workers' compensation hearings                                   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LABOR & IND RELATION.                                             
 
HB  813     BROOME          COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal and traffic cases in     
            the City Court of Baton Rouge to fund the CASA program           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  830     JOHNS           INSURANCE/HEALTH-ACCID   
            Provides relative to individual health insurance coverage,       
            including allowing certain exclusions                            
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 



HB  868     GREEN           SOCIAL WORKER            
            Allows graduates of nonaccredited schools with relevant work     
            experience to be eligible for certification and licensure        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB  880     SCHWEGMANN      HOSPITALS                
            Specifies that hospital record rules grant a health care         
            provider up to 10 days to sign or countersign a verbally or      
            electronically transmitted order                                 
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB  885     LEBLANC         LEGISLATIVE BUDG CONTROL 
            Adds the chairman of the House Appropriations Committee and the  
            chairman of the Senate Finance Committee to the membership of    
            the Legislative Budgetary Control Council                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               SENATE & GOV AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB  908     HEBERT          DRUGS/TESTING            
            Exempts the drug courts from certain drug testing provisions     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB  923     PINAC           TAX/SALES & USE          
            Provides relative to the remittance of taxes on leased motor     
            vehicles                                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB  932     JOHNS           UTILITIES                
            Provides procedures relative to safety of persons engaged in     
            activities in proximity of high voltage overhead electric lines  
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 36 yeas and           
               1 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB  984     HAMMETT         TAX/SALES-USE, STATE     
            Increases effective period for advance sales tax exemption       
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  985     HAMMETT         TAX/TAXATION             
            Authorizes collection of federal refund offset fees              
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  987     HAMMETT         TAX/TAXATION             
            Authorizes use of collection remedies for rebates,               
            reimbursements, or refunds later disallowed                      
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  988     HAMMETT         REVENUE DEPARTMENT       
            Authorizes the Department of Revenue to require electronic       
            filing of tax returns or reports for certain taxpayers           
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  989     HAMMETT         TAX/INCOME TAX           
            Increases the Department of Revenue's fee for income tax refund  
            offsets                                                          
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  992     HAMMETT         TAX/TAXATION             
            Enacts the Tax Delinquency Amnesty Act                           
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB  993     HAMMETT         CAPITAL OUTLAY           
            Provides for exemption from requirement of inclusion in the      
            capital outlay budget for certain projects for certain higher    
            education institutions                                           
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB  994     HAMMETT         TAX/SALES & USE          
            Enacts the Uniform Sales and Use Tax Administration Act          
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1076     HAMMETT         ASSESSORS                
            Provides relative to the requirements for certification of       
            assessors                                                        



               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1111     PINAC           ASSESSORS                
            Deletes certain obsolete election provisions and provides        
            relative to the filing of bonds and oaths of office for          
            assessors                                                        
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1119     PINAC           ASSESSORS                
            Provides for additional types of insurance and penalties for     
            delinquent payments to the Assessors' Insurance Fund             
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1129     PINAC           CONTRACTORS/CONSTRUCTION 
            Reduces peremptive periods for actions against certain           
            contractors                                                      
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 35 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1148     FAUCHEUX        DISTRICT ATTORNEYS/ASST  
            Authorizes additional salaries for assistant district attorneys  
            in the 23rd JDC                                                  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB 1152     KATZ            COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Authorizes additional costs in criminal cases to support the     
            court-appointed special advocate (CASA) program                  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB 1154     STELLY          ECONOMIC DEVEL/COMMUNITY 
            Creates the Ward One Economic Development Board of Calcasieu     
            Parish to promote, encourage, and participate in economic        
            development in the Ward One area of Calcasieu Parish             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB 1156     GALLOT          COURTS/CITY              
            Increases the jurisdictional amount for civil jurisdiction of    
            the City Court of Ruston                                         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY A.                                             
 
HB 1175     HEBERT          GAMBLING/VIDEO POKER     
            Provides that licensees do not have to submit designated         
            representative information                                       
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY B.                                             
 
HB 1194     LAFLEUR         INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE     
            Provides for coverage on liability policies                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 
HB 1220     TOOMY           HOSPITALS                
            Provides relative to the sale or lease of any hospital owned by  
            a hospital service district in Jefferson Parish                  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               LOCAL & MUN AFFAIRS.                                             
 
HB 1269     PIERRE          PETROLEUM/OIL-GAS        
            Provides for Oilfield Site Restoration Commission membership     
            and meetings                                                     
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1272     PIERRE          SUNSET LAW               
            Re-creates the Department of Natural Resources                   
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 35 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1273     DAMICO          CONSERVATION/OFFICE      
            Provides relative to funding of site-specific trust accounts     



               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1284     CRANE           EDUCATION/SPECIAL        
            Provides relative to the responsibilities of local educational   
            agencies in the provision of special education and related       
            services to children with exceptionalities                       
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1297     DURAND          PUBLIC LANDS/STATE       
            Authorizes the exchange of certain state property in St. Martin  
            Parish for certain properties owned by the St. Martin Land       
            Company                                                          
               Read by title and finally passed, 36 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1315     DAMICO          CONSERVATION/OFFICE      
            Authorizes the office of conservation to let contracts in        
            response to a declared emergency without public bid              
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
 
HB 1357     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Adds a retired member to the board of trustees who is elected    
            by the retired members of the system                             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1358     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Increases the employee contribution rate and provides for a      
            retroactive benefit accrual rate increase                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1359     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Adds the agency from which a member retired, any public school   
            system, and any special education district to the list of        
            employers where a LSERS retiree cannot be reemployed             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1360     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Provides that extended, special, or advanced leave cannot be     
            used to qualify for disability retirement                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1361     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/SCHOOL EMPS   
            Redesignates the Initital Benefit Option as the Initial Benefit  
            Retirement Plan                                                  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1393     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Provides a minimum retirement benefit based on service credit    
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1394     SCHNEIDER       RETIREMENT/STATE EMPS    
            Prohibits a member who retires with 20 years of service from     
            being eligible for the Initial Benefit Option                    
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               RETIREMENT.                                             
 
HB 1401     CRANE           SCHOOLS/CHARTER          
            Permits, as provided for in a charter, a nonprofit organization  
            to contract with a for-profit organization to manage the         
            charter school and allows delegation of authority over           
            employment decisions at the charter school to the for-profit ent 
               Read by title and referred to the Legislative Bureau.             
 
HB 1407     ODINET          FISHING/PENALTIES        
            Provides relative to penalties for violations of mullet fishery  
            regulations                                                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             



 
HB 1415     ODINET          FISHING/PENALTIES        
            Provides relative to penalties for violations of spotted sea     
            trout fishery regulations                                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1416     ODINET          FISHING/SHRIMP           
            Amends the boundaries of Breton and Chandeleur Sounds for the    
            purpose of use of trawling vessels                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1417     J D SMITH       FISHING/DEVICES          
            Prohibits the use of bandit and longline gear and the            
            possession of illegally taken fish                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1419     J D SMITH       FISHING/FINFISH          
            Provides relative to size and possession requirements for shark  
            and tuna                                                         
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1420     PIERRE          FISHING/LICENSES         
            Provides for nonresident one-day freshwater and saltwater        
            fishing licenses                                                 
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1423     ODINET          FISHING/OYSTERS          
            Prohibits the possession or sale of oysters taken from closed    
            waters and provides that all oysters on board a vessel found     
            harvesting in closed waters shall be deemed to constitute a      
            health hazard                                                    
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1424     ODINET          FISHING                  
            Provides relative to use of nets in Breton Sound and near the    
            Chandeleur Islands                                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1429     FLAVIN          FISHING/LICENSES         
            Provides with respect to who shall be required to possess a      
            charter boat fishing guide license                               
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1481     JOHNS           FISHING                  
            Provides for the saltwater and freshwater demarcation line       
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1492     DEWITT          INSURANCE/GROUP-STATE    
            Provides for reorganization of the state employee's group life   
            and health group programs                                        
               Committee amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and         
               referred to the Legislative Bureau.                               
 
HB 1498     ANSARDI         INSURANCE/POLICIES       
            Establishes standards for stop-loss or excess policies of        
            insurance                                                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 
HB 1513     R ALEXANDER     PHYSICIANS               
            Provides for the practice of medicine and osteopathy             
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call.         
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed, 34 yeas and 0 nays.  Title      
               read and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to        
               reconsider tabled.                                                



 
HB 1514     DANIEL          FAMILY VIOLENCE          
            Provides for restraining orders to prevent domestic abuse        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB 1534     CRANE           STUDENT/LOANS-SCHOLARSHP 
            Relative to TOPS and beginning with the 2004-2005 award year,    
            increases the number of high school core curriculum units that   
            must be successfully completed for eligibility for an            
            Opportunity, Performance, or Honors award                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               EDUCATION.                                             
 
HB 1537     PIERRE          COURTS                   
            Authorizes judges by court rule to include Legal Services        
            Corporation as eligible legal assistance program                 
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY A.                                             
 
HB 1611     FAUCHEUX        UTILITY/LINES            
            Provides for the administration of the Louisiana Underground     
            Utilities and Facilities Damage Prevention Law                   
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 33 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1635     HOPKINS         GAMING                   
            Authorizes a video poker device licensee to advertise or         
            participate in certain promotions                                
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY B.                                             
 
HB 1641     LEBLANC         FUNDS/FUNDING            
            Repeals certain inactive special treasury funds                  
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               FINANCE.                                             
 
HB 1659     FAUCHEUX        UTILITY/LINES            
            Provides for the enforcement of the Louisiana Underground        
            Utilities and Facilities Damage Prevention Law                   
               Read by title.  Returned to the calendar subject to call as       
               amended.                                                          
               Called from the calendar.                                         
               Read by title and finally passed as amended 34 yeas and           
               0 nays; title read and adopted and bill ordered to                
               the House.  Motion to reconsider tabled.                          
 
HB 1668     PINAC           BANKS/BANKING            
            Provides that "savings banks" may be called "associations"       
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               COMMERCE.                                             
 
HB 1689     LEBLANC         WELFARE/REFORM           
            Requires submission of federal quarterly reports to the          
            legislature                                                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB 1711     THOMPSON        PESTICIDES/HERBICIDES    
            Provides relative to Formosan Termite Initiative definitions     
            and commissioner powers and duties                               
               Senate floor amendments read and adopted.  Read by title and      
               finally passed as amended, 33 yeas and 0 nays; title read         
               and adopted and bill ordered to the House.  Motion to             
               reconsider tabled.                                                
 
HB 1712     NEVERS          TRANSPORTATION DEPT      
            Authorizes the Department of Transportation and Development to   
            acquire immovable property for improvements to the Zachary       
            Taylor Parkway                                                   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               TRAN, HWY & PUBL WKS.                                             
 



HB 1716     PIERRE          FISHING/VESSELS          
            Provides relative to charter boat licenses                       
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               NATURAL RESOURCES.                                             
 
HB 1759     LEBLANC         WELFARE/REFORM           
            Specifies that adult basic education and literacy training are   
            within the definition of vocational educational training for     
            purposes of TANF programs                                        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB 1772     DONELON         INSURANCE DEPARTMENT     
            Provides for fees for the Department of Insurance                
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 
HB 1790     HEATON          INSURANCE/POLICIES       
            Provides for the disposition of bail bond premium fees           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB 1803     DEWITT          PUBLIC SFTY/CORRECTIONS  
            Relative to the payment to sheriffs or local governing           
            authorities for the feeding and keeping of certain prisoners     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY B.                                             
 
HB 1805     HUNTER          CRIMINAL/RECORDS         
            Amends provisions relating to notice to schools when students    
            are involved in the juvenile correction system                   
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY A.                                             
 
HB 1838     SCHWEGMANN      EMERGENCY MED TECH       
            Authorizes all emergency medical technicians to carry and        
            administer epinephrine                                           
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               HEALTH & WELFARE.                                             
 
HB 1841     SHAW            COURTS/COURT COSTS       
            Provides with respect to the court-appointed special advocate    
            programs in certain parishes                                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               JUDICIARY C.                                             
 
HB 2009     LEBLANC         APPROPRIATIONS/SUPPLEML  
            Appropriates funds to the University of Louisiana Board of       
            Supervisors - Nicholls State University for repairs and          
            improvements to facilities for the New Orleans Saints Training   
            Camp                                                             
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               FINANCE.                                             
 
HB 2040     J D SMITH       PORTS/HARBORS/TERMINALS  
            Provides that whenever any work is to be let by contract, port   
            districts located in parishes having a poulation between 50,000  
            and 55,000 shall abide by either the Public Bid Law or other     
            applicable law (Substitute bill for HB 1200)                     
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               TRAN, HWY & PUBL WKS.                                             
 
HB 2042     BROOME          MORTGAGES                
            Requires rules and regulations regarding public awareness of     
            predatory lending practices                                      
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               COMMERCE.                                             
 
HB 2043     DONELON         INSURERS/AGENTS          
            Creates specialty limited lines credit insurance licenses        
               Received in the Senate.  Rules suspended read first and           
               second time by title and referred to the committee on             
               INSURANCE.                                             
 



HCR   7     ILES            RETIREMENT BENEFITS      
            Urges the United States Congress to enact the Railroad           
            Retirement and Suvivor's Improvement Act of 2001                 
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 37 yeas and         
               0 nays and ordered to the House.                                  
 
HCR  15     CROWE           SCHOOLS/CLASS SIZE       
            Encourges local public school boards to reduce fourth and        
            eighth grade class sizes to a maximum of 20 students and         
            requests BESE to revise LEAP 21 policies to encourage such       
            reduction                                                        
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 36 yeas and         
               0 nays and ordered to the House.                                  
 
HCR  50     LUCAS           CONGRESS                 
            Memorializes the United States Congress to recognize the last    
            week in April of every year as Minister Appreciation Week        
               Read by title and concurred in by the vote of 35 yeas and         
               0 nays and ordered to the House.                                  


